Join our Designer Community
Meet like-minded people, learn about career opportunities,
join development programs and keep an eye on the industry trends!
As human interaction with complex devices and terabytes of data becomes more personal and necessary,
the role of the designers become significant. Designers should think at all layers,
from the ideation phase of a product to how users
emotionally connect with the product.
"The next big thing is the one that makes the last big thing usable." - Blake Ross

JOIN PROFFESSIONAL DESIGNER COMMUNITY
You
Love building
things as a UI/UX
Designer

You
Inspire others as a
Creative Director

You
Enjoy challenges
as Technical
Drawer

You
Love what you do
as a UI / UX
Developer

Apply

DESIGNER COMMUNITY AWAITS YOU!
Designers have the responsibility for creating seamless experience
for the end user through simple yet powerful design solutions.
You have a mastery of fundamental visual and interaction design disciplines considered as
best industry practices and have an exceptional eye for pixel-perfect detail.
You will raise the bar on the user experience through continuously
obsessing over the end user's needs and
innovating on behalf of them.
As a designer, you are expected to focus on the optimization of the experience at each user interaction.

Do you enjoy challenging the status quo and bringing the next level experience to the users?
If yes, then take the next step and put your creative career in motion.
Whether we approach you about a specific opportunity, or you contact us to share your biography
and career ambitions, we want you to have a constructive experience of engaging with
Profil International.
Profil International is Turkey's premier human resources management consultancy firm having pioneered and
redefined human resources management consulting principles, practices and standards in Turkey.

As a designer you enjoy to take ownership of user research, surveys, and interviews,
and translate them into user stories, sitemaps, mockups, and prototypes.
Join our community of designers who enjoys challenges and
enjoy delivering best user experience
through continuos iteration.

